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Abstract Down syndrome (DS) is a chromosomal

disorder caused by chromosome 21 trisomy and is the most

frequent genetic cause of intellectual disability. The gene

for the kinesin family member 21A (KIF21A), is a member

of the kinesin superfamily involved in the anterograde fast

axonal transport. In this study, we have evaluated the

possible differential expression of KIF21A mRNA, by

qRT-PCR, in peripheral blood leukocytes of DS subjects

and it compared with the normal population. In the

assumption that changes in KIF21A gene expression levels

may affect the axonal transport and the development of the

nervous system of subjects with DS. In the present case–

control study, KIF21A gene expression was increased in

72.72 % of DS samples compared with normal subjects.

This finding suggests that changes in the expression levels

of KIF21A in DS subjects may affect the axonal transport

and the development of the nervous system.
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Introduction

Down syndrome (DS) is one of the most frequent chromo-

somal disorders and the first genetic cause of intellectual

disability (ID). The disorder is mainly characterized by

cognitive and speech dysfunction coupled with sensory

and neuromotor deficits. Its neuropathology highlights

decreased brain size and impaired dendritic development

during fetal age [1]. DS can be caused by three types of

chromosomal abnormalities: trisomy 21 nondisjunction,

translocation, or mosaicism [1]. The gene for the kinesin

family member 21A (KIF21A) (MIM ID *608283), map-

ping on chromosome 12q12, is a member of the kinesin

superfamily, a large gene family of microtubule-dependent

motors with 45 members in human potentially involved in

anterograde fast axonal transport [2]. Specifically, in

mouse model, KIF21A gene is expressed mostly in the

juvenile brain and the protein is present throughout the

neurons [3]. The, changes in the expression levels of

KIF21A may affect axonal transport and the development

of the nervous system of subjects with DS. The aim of this

study was to evaluate the possible differential expression of

KIF21A mRNA in leukocytes of peripheral blood of DS

subjects compared with the normal population and to

increase the number of patients already studied in our

laboratory [4].
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Subjects, materials and methods

A total of 44 subjects were enrolled for this study at the Unit of

Pediatrics and Medical Genetics of the IRCCS Oasi Institute,

Troina (Italy), a specialized center for patients with ID mainly

living in Sicily. They included: 22 subjects with DS (10 males

and 12 females) with a mean age of 39.1 ± 10.2 (20–55) years

and 22 normal subjects (10 males and 12 females) with a mean

age of 39.0 ± 10.9 (19–55) years. DS subjects and controls

were recruited after family and/or personal informed consent

was obtained from each of them.

RNA extraction from leukocytes of peripheral blood

was performed using RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN Sciences,

Germantown, PA), following the manufacturer’s protocol.

Retro-transcription was performed with QuantiTect Reverse

Transcription Kit (QIAGEN Sciences, Germantown, PA),

600 ng of total RNA from each sample was then performed in a

final volume of 20 ll and the generated cDNA was used as a

template for real-time quantitative PCR analysis using gene

expression products. For each sample, real-time PCR reactions

were carried out in duplicate using 3 ll of cDNA and Quanti-

Tect Probe PCR Master Mix Kit (QIAGEN Sciences, Ger-

mantown, PA) in a total volume of 50 ll. KIF21A and GAPDH

assays were obtained from Applied Biosystems (Carlsbad, CA).

qPCR analysis was performed on Light Cycler 480 (Roche

Diagnostics; Mannheim, Germany) and the thermal cycling

conditions were previously reported [4]. The amplified tran-

scripts were quantified using the comparativeDDCT method [5]

and relative quantification analysis data were played using the

comparative DDCt method included in the Software Version

1.5, supplied with the LightCycler 480 (specifically, ‘‘Advanced

Analysis, E-Method). KIF21A gene expression level was nor-

malized to GAPDH level and Target Mean Cp definition was

used to indicate the mean normalized cycle threshold.

Results

In this case–control study, KIF21A gene expression was

increased in 16 (72.72 %) samples from DS subjects com-

pared with age- and sex-matched control subjects (Table 1).

Seven of them (DS3, DS8, DS9, DS10, DS15, DS20 and

DS22) (Table 1) showed an expression at least doubled in

comparison with normal control samples. Furthermore, 5 of

16 samples of DS subjects (DS3, DS4, DS14, DS17 and DS18)

(Table 1) have shown a KIF21A expression greater than 1.5

compared with the corresponding normal sample.

Discussion

KIF21A protein was found in neurons and is believed to

function in axonal transport [6–8], it has been suggested

Table 1 KIF21A gene expression in DS and normal controls

Sample

name

Age

(years)

Sex T. M. Cp

(KIF21A

gene)

R. M. Cp

(GAPDH

gene)

Ratio

normalized

N1 30 M 31.28 30.13 1.000

DS1 32 M 29.08 30.02 4.235

N2 19 F 32.04 32.65 1.000

DS2 20 F 32.55 33.48 1.240

N3 25 F 32.99 32.40 1.000

DS3 27 F 32.40 32.54 1.660

N4 55 F 30.83 30.22 1.000

DS4 55 F 32.64 32.70 1.595

N5 41 M 30.83 30.22 1.000

DS5 39 M 36.36 34.96 0.579

N6 31 F 34.38 35.48 1.000

DS6 31 F 32.94 32.96 0.473

N7 41 M 36.24 36.99 1.000

DS7 42 M 33.83 34.50 0.946

N8 32 M 35.58 34.85 1.000

DS8 35 M 33.83 34.50 2.638

N9 52 M 31.70 30.22 1.000

DS9 51 M 35.41 34.96 2.047

N10 48 F 35.42 35.82 1.000

DS10 50 F 33.82 35.80 2.986

N11 25 F 33.58 36.63 1.000

DS11 27 F 32.38 35.70 1.210

N12 43 F 35.17 36.54 1.000

DS12 45 F 33.00 34.69 1.244

N13 44 F 33.58 36.63 1.000

DS13 45 F 32.54 35.80 1.162

N14 44 F 30.83 30.22 1.000

DS14 44 F 32.94 32.96 1.554

N15 44 F 30.99 31.35 1.000

DS15 47 F 29.31 31.59 3.786

N16 41 M 25.60 30.20 1.000

DS16 39 M 24.93 29.33 0.880

N17 19 F 28.82 25.13 1.000

DS17 20 F 28.22 25.23 1.620

N18 50 M 36.06 37.06 1.000

DS18 47 M 32.76 34.72 1.949

N19 41 M 24.26 20.96 1.000

DS19 39 M 24.74 20.92 0.695

N20 19 F 27.83 31.32 1.000

DS20 20 F 31.39 35.97 2.123

N21 43 M 33.02 37.01 1.000

DS21 41 M 32.76 34.72 0.346

N22 47 M 34.55 35.20 1.000

DS22 47 M 32.76 34.72 2.492

T.M. Cp: Target Men gene crossing point; T.R. Cp: Target Reference

gene crossing point; N: normal subject; DS: Down syndrome patient
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that plus end-directed motors may perform most of the axon

specific-anterograde transport, while minus end-directed

motors may perform most of the dendrite-specific transport

[9, 10]. This model is based on the premise that the orientation

of axonal microtubules would not allow minus end-directed

motors to enter the axon from the cell body under their own

power. The mixed microtubule polarity in the proximal por-

tion of dendrites should allow all kinesin motors to cycle

between the cell body and the dendrite. KIF21A is essential

for the axonal transport of K–dependent Na?/Ca2? exchanger

(NCKX) family proteins, NCKX2 is in fact a neuron-specific

cargo molecule which is transported to the axon by KIF21A.

Alteration of KIF21A gene was found in patients with con-

genital cranical dysinnervation disorders. Kinesin motors

have been implicated in several types of motile processes

such as: in the assembly and motility of mitotic and meiotic

spindles, along microtubules, and in the transport of mito-

chondrial or vesicular cargoes [11–13]. Mutations of KIF21A

is associated to fibrosis of the extraocular muscles (CFEOM1)

that is associated with Joubert syndrome (cerebellar vermis

hypoplasia and other CNS abnormalities). This indicates that

genetic defects in KIF21A may affect the development of the

oculomotor nuclei as well as the cerebellar structures [11–13].

In conclusion, the data obtained confirmed and corroborate

earlier prelimary results [4]. These data suggest that KIF21A

gene expression could have a role on the axonal transport and

the development of the nervous system with implications on

the resulting phenotype of subjects with DS. Further study

will be done to determine the KIF21A gene expression in

fibroblasts of subjects with DS.
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